
D R A F T 
TSPC Elluminate Conference 

December 9, 2010 
Minutes 

 
Attendance:  
FAU: Teresa Abaid, Helen Laurence, Maria Berenbaum, Deb Hoban  
FCLA: Daniel Cromwell, Jean Phillips, Mary Ann O’Daniel, Ellen Bishop, Josh Greben  
FGCU: Catherine Gardiner 
FIU: Sue Wartzok, Elaine Winske 
FSU: Annie Glerum, Tamara Weatherholt, Amy Weiss, Ruth Ziegler  
FSU-Music: Sarah Cohen 
NCF: Tom Tharrington 
UCF: Kim Montgomery, Michael Arthur 
UF: Betsy Simpson, Priscilla Williams  
UF-LAW: Susy Potter  
USF: Susan Heron  
USF Health: Allison Howard 
UWF: Dan North, Colleen Valente 
 
Next meeting: Thursday, January 13, 2:00-4:00 pm.  The minute taker will be Lyn Case, UCF. 
 
 
The November minutes were approved. 
 
CSUL Report: 

 CSUL accepted the TSPC report, including the Single Bib recommendations, without 
comment. 

 Renewal of the MARCIVE contract was discussed. MARCIVE has objections to 
proposed uses of the records.  They claim that the records are proprietary, despite the fact 
that they are mostly unmodified from the form created by GPO.  The renewal is due by 
Dec. 31. 

 
FCLA Update:  

 CCLA has just received the public school records and will begin adding access to them. 
 SUNLINK is reduced to the union catalog, all other content having been moved. 
 “Search Florida Libraries” has been added to all the SUL Mango catalogs, allowing 

college and university information to be accessed in one search.  The state library records 
will be added next, with the public school library information at a later time. 

 FLA Pass is a new program to allow accelerated high school students access to e-
resources purchased by FCLA and CCLA.  The students must be authorized for access; 
teachers will not be included.  A year trial is anticipated.  Some vendors are unwilling to 
cooperate.  The program will start as soon as approvals are obtained, but no sooner than 
the end of January. 

 An effort is being made to determine core e-resources for 2 and 4 year programs. 



 The Task Force on the Future of Academic Libraries in Florida has forwarded documents 
on the consolidation of the data centers.   

 Onsite UBorrow training should be finished by early January.  Tables are in production.  
The soft launch should occur at the beginning of February. 

 Phase 2 of Single Bib will begin in January with editing of Bib, Hol, and Item records; a 
Mango union catalog; and merging of permissions for the three test libraries. 

 A select group of libraries was chosen to participate in the enhanced Genload client 
testing and so far all is well. 

 FCLA is expecting to begin the extract for the UNF reclamation project.  Daniel and 
Amy encouraged the remaining libraries to sign up for this process. 

 LCA 10 is on target for April 15. 
  Partial updates to Mango are now in production, meaning that significant changes are 

showing up 1-2 hours after initiation.  The only part that has had any difficulties has been 
the replication from the SOLR master to the slave copies.  Full updates are still 
performed on Saturdays.  Josh asked that if we initiate any large sets of changes (5-
10,000 records) that we send an email on the TSPC list so that he and Jean can monitor 
performance. 

 Aleph 20 upgrade: CSUL was silent on this issue.  The major concern is the Oracle 
upgrade.   

 
RDA 
 

 Libraries are in various stages of familiarizing themselves with RDA. 
 Annie Glerum mentioned that they were in the process of developing hands on training 

and volunteered to share Elluminate sessions with any interested libraries.   
 
Form/Genre headings 
  

LC has begun targeting subject areas to change form subdivisions to genre headings.  The 
first area is maps, soon to be followed by law, religion, and music.  Genre headings are 
more visible now that we have faceted searching in Mango.  Some schools will undertake 
to make these changes while others don’t have available resources to do so. 

 
Indicator changes 
 

Mary Ann made a proposal to initiate some global changes to various obsolete indicators.  
The issue was tabled until the January TSPC to allow members to consider the issue. 
 

Subcommittee and liaison reports: 
 CPC: CSUL rejected the initial proposal for a shared e-book purchase.  CPC will address 

the concerns and resubmit.  The University of Chicago Press proposal was also rejected.  
Which JSTOR journals will be transferred to the storage facility was discussed with the 
suggestion made that only the most essential be chosen, due to space concerns.  Also 
discussed was the cost of shared journal packages; the present model is one developed 10 
years ago and does not share costs fairly across schools.  

 Acquisitions Subcommittee: no report. 



 Metadata Subcommittee:  issues under consideration are the coding and display of 
foreign language subjects and subfielding of 502s.  Recommendations are being 
discussed and reports will be written. 

 Authorities: minutes were sent separately. 
 PSPC OPAC Subcommittee: the daily partial updates were the major success.  The 

development list was updated and video tutorials are being considered.   
 

 
 
The 2011 meetings and associated note takers are now listed on the TSPC wiki.  An 
Elluminate link which will work for all the meetings has been established.   
  


